
Once organized, you're ready to collect research and crowdsource stories.Once organized, you're ready to collect research and crowdsource stories.
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Put stories into private
circulation and rediscover the
history that connects you all.

3

Voice, words &
media capture the
memories passed
to you.

2

[Mary]

1
Put names to faces
quickly and easily

Capture what you know.
Ask what you don't.

Organize your pictures.
Tell stories you remember.

Share the connection
across generations.

Pictures that tell stories
louder than words

https://ponga.com

from: Malia
Lee

Your stories trigger
memories and invite 
 contributions from
your guests.

Everyone gets
invitations and
updates as the
stories unforld.

Upload
pictures

Sign up for
membership

Pictures & albums
can be shared with
any number of
guests.

Examines each image
for faces, and ... 

Groups images of each
person, and ...

Presents portraits of
each in a gallery.

Ponga-assembled albums by
person make it easy to explore
pictures

Everyone labeled,
you can see who was
there so the stories
flow.  

So you can... 

Scan your
prints, slides
and albums

Name
people

Share in a private
platform safe from
prying eyes.

Ponga members can upload as many pictures as
they like and share them with as many free guests
as they like — all in a safe, private platform that's
purpose-built to tell and share stories. RT
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With every person labeled and
your pictures sorted, you can
focus on the fun part: Telling
stories! Crowdsource details
from friends and family in a

safe, private space.

You'll getYou'll get
organized &organized &
start tellingstart telling
the stories!the stories!

Put names
to faces & 
watch the stories
come out of hiding.

Watch as stories
from a shared past
bring everyone
together.

In the Ponga Gallery, you
put a name to a face once, 
and it’s added everywhere. Name a few
more you've instantly created an album
for every person and sorted every
picture. With each person in those
group pictures named, the stories start
to tell themselves.

Old photos, documents,
and films conjure tales

in ways that words cannot. These stories
bond families across generations and
geographies with the humor and love of a
shared experience. With Ponga, everyone
can jump in and tell their own version
with the sentimentality of voice,
seriousness of documents, and joy of
linked media.

Professional scanners and DIY
tools are available to make quick
work of digitizing your collection.

That creates a backup, and is  
the first step in getting 

your collection back 
into circulation!

NowNow
You Can!You Can!

You've beenYou've been
meaning to domeaning to do
somethingsomething..

Ponga is new! It's
software that sorts your
image files for you by the
faces in each picture. You

just add names. 

AddAdd
Ponga!Ponga!

Family photos
preserve precious

memories &
stories.

ponga.com

They're a shared legacy. 

Don't let them
fade away.

NoteNote: : Ponga pictures are designed for the largePonga pictures are designed for the large
screen of a desktop or laptop computer and doscreen of a desktop or laptop computer and do

not currently open on mobile devices.not currently open on mobile devices.


